Nothing about us without us is for us

- South African slogan
CREATING LEARNING CONTENT LOCALLY
EACH EDUCATION ECVU HAS 6 COMMUNITY VIDEO PRODUCERS
18 MONTHS TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
BY FULL TIME VIDEO TRAINERS
COORDINATOR DEPUTED BY THE NGO
FOUR ECVUs PRODUCE

VIDEO KITS FOR CLASSROOMS
CLASSESSROOM ACTIVITIES
ACTIVITY SHEETS
EACH ECVU HAS CLASSROOM FACILITATORS RUNNING SESSIONS
ADDRESSING...

CLASSROOM SUBJECTS AND LEARNING METHODS
PROMOTING INTERACTIVE LEARNING
CREATING AN ENABLING LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
FOUR EDUCATIONAL COMMUNITY VIDEO UNITS
BHIM VIDEOSHALA

NAVSARJAN-a DALIT RIGHTS ORGANIZATION IN GUJARAT
SAHYOG- AN NGO WORKING FOR URBAN POOR IN GUJARAT
HIND SWARAJ MANDAL - GANDHIAN RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS
24 PRODUCERS
21 FACILITATORS
8 VIDEOS
63 SCHOOLS
2791 STUDENTS

IN 9 MONTHS
46% WOMEN, 30% DALITS, 19% MUSLIMS, 3% TRIBAL
A GLOBAL SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORK
Just because all our dreams cannot be realized does not mean we should only dream the possible.